AGC offers interior designers and architects the most complete range of interior commercial glass products for virtually every interior surface and application.

**CLEARVISION™**
low-iron glass
- The most transparent low-iron glass available today with 92% visible light transmission at 3mm.
- Exceptional clarity and virtually colorless appearance allows for objects and nature seen through the glass to appear bright and fresh.

**MATELUX®**
satin finish acid-etched glass
- Matelux strikes the delicate balance between offering privacy while letting in light.
- Soft to the touch, this translucent glass comes in a large choice of colors and options making it a preferred material to add visual impact to both interior and exterior spaces.

**LACOBEL® T & MATELAC® T**
temperable back-painted glass
- Provides architects and designers an exciting selection of temperable decorative glass products for endless imaginative applications – interior and exterior.
- The back surface of both products features a durable, factory-applied industrial paint in one of 10 long-trending colors.
- Lacobel T’s front surface retains the natural high gloss of glass, whereas the acid-etched front surface of Matelac T provides a soft satin finish.

**LACOBEL® & MATELAC®**
premium interior back-painted glass
- Annealed, decorative, back-painted glass. Lacobel has a glossy finish and Matelac has a satin finish.
- AGC uses a factory-applied painting process that delivers a uniform and consistent finish for both products, and they are ready for cutting and fabrication.
- Both are available in 20 long-trending colors.

**LUXCLEAR® Protect**
anti-corrosion glass
- A coated glass product developed to protect the surface of the glass by preventing corrosion due to contaminants related to water, heat, and high humidity.
- The LUXCLEAR Protect coating permanently fuses with the glass and seals the glass surface so it remains clear and new looking for the life of the product.

**SOLARSHIELD® Tinted**
tinted float glass
- An attractive alternative to clear glass reducing glare and offering unobstructed views.
- Made using the float process, Solarshield Tinted glass offers perfectly flat, parallel surfaces and lends itself to subtle decorative accents.

**STOPSOL®**
reflective glass
- A reflective coated glass that delivers good light performance and ensures a high level of privacy.
- It has stunning aesthetics due to its combination of brilliant coatings and extended range of colored glass.

**IMAGIN & OLTRELUCE**
patterned glass
- A collection of attractive patterned glass that balances translucency and privacy, offering diffused lighting.
- With geometric and nature-inspired patterns, Imagin & Oltreluce have decorative and architectural applications.

**WIRED GLASS**
clear and patterned wired glass
- Wired glass features square or diamond wire mesh embedded in the glass during the production process.
- Wired glass is ideal for cabinets, furniture and decorative applications to fit current trends in loft interiors and minimalist design.
- Available in polished and patterned options.

**HEAVY CLEAR**
premium quality heavy clear float glass
- Premium quality flat glass with thicknesses greater than 5/16”.
- Consistently clear and versatile delivering elegant style possibilities and complementing other glass types.
- Its consistent flatness provides improved optics compared to thinner tempered glass.

Visit www.agcglass.com for more details on AGC’s widest range of products for both interior and exterior applications.

Explore colors and styles on the next page.
MATELUX® satin finish acid-etched glass

- Clear
- Clearvision™
- Double-sided
- Bronze
- Grey
- Stopsol® Supersilver Clear
- Linea Azzurra

LACOBEL® T & MATELAC™ T temperable back-painted glass

- Crisp White
- Cool White
- Misty White
- Oyster White
- Zen Grey
- Anthracite Grey
- Deep Black
- Moka
- Light Blue
- Petrol Green

LACOBEL® & MATELAC™ premium interior back-painted glass

- The Classics
  - LACOBEL
    - White Soft
    - Black Classic
    - Red Luminous
  - MATELAC
    - White Soft
    - Black Classic
    - Silver Clear
- The Trendies
  - White Pure
  - White Pearl
  - Beige Light
  - Grey Classic
  - Brown Light
  - Brown Natural
  - Blue Shadow
- The Exclusives
  - Grey Metal
  - Taupe Metal
  - Aluminum Rich
  - Copper Metal
  - Black Starlight
  - Brown Starlight
  - Silver Grey
  - Silver Bronze
  - Silver Clearvision™
  - MyColor by Lacobel®/Matelac®

IMAGIN & OLTRELUCE patterned glass

Standard Stocked Patterns

- Aqua (Kathedral Klein)
- Chinchilla
- Citrus (Crepi)
- Delta Sandblasted
- Gothic
- RAIN®
- Screen

Standard Special Order Patterns

- Atlantic
- Bamboo / Bamboo Sandblasted
- 33/33 (Double-sided Citrus)
- Diamante 9
- Flutes / Flutes Sandblasted
- Krizet
- Kura
- Pebbles (Konfeta)

OLTRELUCE Patterns (Special Order)

- Circle
- Space
- Waves

WIRED GLASS clear and patterned wired glass

- Square Polished
- Square Patterned
- Diamond Polished
- Diamond Patterned

SOLARSHIELD® Tinted float glass

- Forest Green
- Midnight Blue
- Pure Blue
- Pure Bronze
- Pure Green
- Pure Grey
- Majestic Grey
- Sky Blue

Colors are only a representation and are not intended to indicate exact color.

*AGC’s color-on-demand service. Please contact your local AGC Sales Representative for more information.